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COVER STORY

Crisis in Malaysia’s Public
Universities?
Balancing the pursuit of academic excellence and the
massification of tertiary education
By Francis Loh

I

s there a crisis in Malaysia’s public universities?

Those in government
making the decisions about tertiary education and the vice chancellors of Malaysia’s 17 public
universities and university colleges will of course deny it.
Ask the academics, especially the
senior academics, and you would
hear a resounding `yes'.
For them, however, the crisis has
little to do with the Times Higher
Education Supplement (THES)
2005 ranking and the University
of Malaya’s fall in position from
89th to 169th, or even USM’s complete disappearance from that latest list.
The problems in our universities
are more comprehensive and predate the introduction of the THES
ranking of the world’s top 200
universities in 2004. Why, in another ranking of the world’s top
500 universities conducted by the
Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
none of the Malaysian universities featured in the 2004 or 2005
list.
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EDITOR'S

NOTE

In our cover story, Francis Loh elaborates on the
crisis in Malaysia’s public universities. Academic
standards have fallen because of soaring student
enrolment, shortage of teaching staff, and a shift to
a corporate-cum-bureaucratic culture. Toh Kin Woon
says that the falling standards are also due to problems in our schools and discusses how the Penang
state government, in cooperation with the public,
has supplemented the formal education system.
Responding to Clive Kessler’s piece on Islam and
freedom of religion in our previous issue, Mazeni
Alwi and S L Pang stress that equating liberal Islam
with Islam Hadhari is highly irresponsible. We also
carry a rejoinder by Kessler.
K George welcomes the government’s move to provide equal rights for workers but wonders if that
alone would be enough to end their exploitation. As
they say, cakap tak serupa bikin.
Parti Sosialis Malaysia continues its long-running
struggle to get their party registered. We carry an
account of some 100 PSM members and supporters
created a stir in the Palace of Justice.
In this issue, we also report on our recent AGM. We
also carry a selection of pictures from our 25th anniversary event and appeal to you to support us in
our work.
Enjoy the piece on Curitiba, whose urban development model offers many lessons for us..
We round off the issue with Ramakrishnan’s observation that there has been an increasing trend in
lawlessness, as typified by the spate of cases involving abuse of police powers including the ear squats
case. In response, Civil society groups have endorsed a joint memorandum calling for the immediate setting up of the Independent Police Complaints
Commission.
ALIRAN is a Reform Movement dedicated to
Justice, Freedom & Solidarity and listed on the
roster of the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations. Founded in 1977, Aliran welcomes
all Malaysians above 21 to be members. Contact
the Hon. Secretary or visit our webpage.
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limited places.

What is the nature of
the crisis?

Thanks to the establishment of
new public universities, the increased intake in the five older
universities, and the establishment of the private ‘twinning colleges’ in the late 1980s, and then
the licensing of private universities beginning in the late 1990s,
the number of places available for
tertiary education doubled and
trebled.

In its essence, this is a problem
arising from the age-old need to
maintain academic standards
while expanding tertiary education so that it caters not only for
the elites but for the masses as
well, a process that educators term
the ‘massification’ or ‘democratisation’ of tertiary education.
For academic excellence to be
maintained, more resources – financial and especially human have to be made available too.
Acquiring the human resources
involved is not simply a question
of increasing the number of academics with the necessary qualifications. Those academics must
also be experienced teachers and
researchers and be imbued with
something fuzzy called ‘academic culture’, namely excitement
in the search for knowledge including an eagerness to challenge
and debate given wisdom, interest in transmitting that knowledge
to younger people effectively, and,
in my book, applying that new
knowledge to make the world and
society a better place.
More than that, one should not be
overly concerned about financial
gains while pursuing all these.
Put simply, the academic performs an important public service in the pursuit and transmission of knowledge for the betterment of society. Ideally, it is a lifelong endeavour.
Finding the correct balance between massification and academic excellence is necessary,
though this is easier said than
done. In Malaysia’s case, it appears that we have expanded the

tertiary sector rather rapidly and
provided opportunities for many
to enrol in the universities. However, it appears also that academic
standards have been compromised.

Overcoming
NEP
quotas
and
ameliorating
ethnic
tensions
Following the introduction of the
NEP in 1971, ethnic quotas were
introduced to improve the intake
of bumiputera students into the
universities. Because of limited
places in the five existing universities (UM, UKM, USM, UPM and
UTM), competition to gain entry
into the universities was very stiff
and exacerbated ethnic tensions.
The situation became more acute
by the early 1980s, due to huge
increases in tuition fees for foreign
students attending British, Australian and New Zealand universities.
Middle-class
nonbumiputera Malaysians could no
longer afford to send their children abroad as before, resulting
in even greater competition for
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Indeed, enrolment in tertiary education skyrocketed in the 1990s.
The total number of students registered in tertiary institutions was
only 170,000 in 1985, increased to
230,000 in 1990, and hit 550,000
in 1999. UiTM was the largest
with 80,000 students enrolled in
its various campuses. The five
older universities, each, enrolled
more than 20,000 by 2000.
The increase especially in the private universities and colleges was
staggering rising from 15,000 in
1985, to 35,600 in 1990, to 250,000
in 1999. The enrolment rate of the
19-24 age cohort in the universities has risen from 2.9 per cent to
8.2 per cent over the 1990s. No
longer was tertiary education an
elitist affair as in the 1970s and
1980s.
Apparently, there are now more
than enough places available to
accommodate local demand for
40,666 foreign students are currently enrolled in these private institutions as well. Hence the expansion of tertiary education in
Malaysia has not only made
available opportunities for the
children
of
middle-class
Malaysians to further their education. It has further helped to
overcome the problem of ethnic

quotas stemming from the NEP,
and consequently, lessened ethnic
tensions as well.

Erosion of standards
and an academic
culture
However, a major price has had
to be paid, namely the erosion of
academic standards. First, the recruitment of academics, let alone
qualified and experienced academics, has not kept up with the
dramatic increase in student numbers. Second, the academic culture
which puts a premium on the
search for knowledge, for transmitting that knowledge effectively, and for applying that
knowledge for the good of society
has been displaced. In its place is
a hybrid of corporate and bureaucratic culture.

students recruited to enrol in
them. Often, in order to ensure that
enough students enrol for the
courses, entry requirements have
not been as stringent as they
should be.
Yet another way to seek outside
sources of income is to launch
‘twinning programmes’ with local private colleges that are not
allowed to grant their own degrees in that area. Business, IT
and computer, and communications courses are among those
that have been ‘twinned’. Consequently, academics have been enticed, in the form of additional income, to prepare teaching modules and supervise and mark assignments and examination
scripts for these private colleges.

The corporate culture began to get
embedded as a result of the
corporatisation of the public universities following the passing of
the new Education Act 1995. This
corporatisation of the universities
was part of a larger turn towards
the adoption of neo-liberal market-driven economic policies in
Malaysia, indeed, throughout the
world, during the 1990s. With
corporatisation, the universities
were increasingly made responsible for maintaining their operating budgets (although the federal government continued to
make available capital development grants to them).
Hence the universities began to
seek new sources of funding. One
of the ways to do so was to increase student intake particularly
at the post-graduate level. Various
post-graduate programmes were
launched and local and foreign
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Significantly, promotion points
are also awarded to those academics who ‘contribute to the university’ in this manner. It is obvious that academics end up having little time to conduct research
and to publish, perhaps also to
teach the students in their own
public universities effectively.
More than that, the university
administration is also particularly keen to develop programmes and courses that can
cater to the market. More so than
before, there is increased emphasis nowadays in designing
and offering courses which
have a ‘practical component’
and are ‘hands-on’. Invariably,
there is less emphasis given to
‘theoretical’ courses which re-

quire critical and creative thinking.
It needs to be clarified, however,
that corporatisation is not necessarily deterimental to academic
excellence. In the US the best universities are private ones wherein
the academics are allowed to play
major roles in running the universities. Corporatisation can enhance a competitive spirit and the
pursuit of academic excellence
too. In Malaysia, however,
corporatisation has led to a reduced role for the Senate which
used to be made up of all professors in the universities. Instead,
corporatisation has focused on the
monetary aspect of things.

Need

to recruit more
academics

In 1999, when enrolment in the
public universities hit about
300,000, the total number of academics in the public universities
was only 10,920. Another 5,000
taught in the polytechnics and
teachers training colleges. Out of
a total of 13,033 academics in public universities in 2000, only
21.6% were PhD holders, 72.1%
Master degree holders, while the
rest were first degree holders (Lee
2004: 55).
The situation in the private sector
is even more dismal. Out of 8,928
academics in 2000, only 4% had
PhDs, 25.6% had Master degrees,
another 58.3% had Bachelor degrees, and 11.9% did not even
have a first degree (Lee 2004: 55).

However, it is not only difficulty
in recruiting people with PhDs
that accounts for the low number
of qualified academics in the private sector. It has also to do with
‘the bottom line’. For higher education has also become big business.
These providers of private tertiary
education are even less imbued
with that academic culture. Employing fewer academics with the
necessary qualification is simply
cheaper. In fact, academics in
private colleges often teach more
hours than those in the public sector and often teach courses in
which they have very little training. Moreover, the private colleges
do not grant their academics research leave, let alone research
funds. Attempts to set up an academic staff union among those
employed in the private colleges
have been stymied by employers
and the activists concerned harassed.

Frustration
among
academics
For at least two decades now,
there has developed much frustration within the academic community about falling standards, declining professionalism and a
loss of the previous academic culture, poor remuneration especially
for younger academics and increasing political interference in
the running of the public universities. (Note that these problems
are shared by both bumiputera
and non-bumiputera academics
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and are not directly related to
questions of ethnicity per se).
These concerns were clearly expressed in a workshop organised
by the Malaysian Social Science
Association in UM in KL in October 1985, attended by more than
200 academics from various universities. By that time there were
already eight public universities
in existence. There was much
anxiety about increasing interference by the government in university affairs including the appointment of top university administrators with questionable academic
credentials.
A former deputy VC of UM who
addressed the gathering explained the erosion of academic
standards in this manner: in the
kingdom of the one-eyed king, he
would appoint a completely blind
minister, who in turn would appoint a deputy who was blind and
one-armed…’. Many present
thought this analogy an apt one.
The same complaints about declining standards and increasing
bureaucratic interference were
again voiced at another gathering
of about 150 Malaysian academics in USM on 13-14 October 1989
(see Akademia: Menjelang Tahun
2000, Penang: PKAPUSM, 2001).
Fifteen years later, with the
massification of tertiary education and the lack of proportional
increase in the numbers of qualified academics, the signs of this
decline have become even clearer.

that means embedding the corporate-cum-bureaucratic culture in
the universities.

Where have
academics

all the
gone?

First, a group of Malay academics
who might have ended up as the
most senior academics today had
in fact left the universities a decade or two ago. Some did join one
or another of the new universities
on promotion. But many were seconded to government departments or agencies, recruited to
head government think-thanks or
set-up consultancies, joined the
corporate sector, or entered politics. (Except for three individuals,
all of my Malay colleagues who
were present in the School of Social Science USM when I first
joined in 1979, have since left).
Second, another group of nonbumiputera academics (especially
doctors, engineers, economists
and others in the professions) of
various ages, who grew frustrated
with the leadership of the universities, the lack of promotion prospects, increased workload despite
little improvement in pay compared to their counterparts in the
private sector, have resigned or
taken early retirement to join the
private sector. Some have continued their academic careers as academics cum administrators of the
private universities and colleges
or moved overseas to join sometimes very reputable universities,
research centres, or international
bodies like the United Nations.

Still others, bumiputera and nonbumiputera, struggled through
but have finally retired. In a study
of USM, it was found that the attrition rate of faculty members
was 7% in 1990, climbed to 19%
in 1995, and reached 27% in 2000.
The point is that there are few remaining senior academics with
decades of teaching and research
experiences in the 17 public universities and university colleges,
and the 15 private universities today.

Increasing
bureaucratic
culture
Instead, there exists a large pool
of medium-age academics, many
of whom have been rapidly promoted to the top administrative
and academic positions in the
public universities, though most
do not have the research and publication records of the seniors
whom they have replaced. Compared to senior academics again,
many are also not imbued with
that academic culture to conduct
serious research and to challenge
and debate the given wisdom.
Sadly, most are also not very effective transmitters of knowledge
either. Instead, they are more excited about managing the university well, that is in accordance to
the diktat of the government. And
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Below this second pool is a third
pool of younger academics. But it
appears that the public universities are no longer able to recruit
the best and the brightest students, bumiputera or nonbumiputera, of any age cohort, to
train as academics nowadays.
Many, especially the nonbumiputera, prefer to set up their
own practices if they are in the
professions, or to join the private
sector, rather than invest so much
time and effort to further their studies to the PhD level. Top
bumiputera students, some graduating from the best universities in
the world, also find the corporate
world or politics more attractive.
That said, this younger pool of
academics, especially those
trained overseas, seem more interested in research and are more
imbued with an academic culture
than their middle-age counterparts. Their prospects for promotion, however, dictate that they
quickly adopt the bureaucraticcum-corporate culture as well. For
to accumulate the necessary
points for promotion and to fill up
the annual SKT evaluation forms
to the satisfaction of the administrators, these young academics
attempt to take up as many petty
administrative positions as possible, teach as many course as
possible including those offered
to twinning colleges, supervise as
many post-graduate students as
available, and even present as
many papers and publish as
many articles as possible, regardless of quality.
However these juniors will not
necessarily become like their im-

mediate seniors. There are already
complaints about the bureaucratic
culture – not least the different
levels of government examinations, the many rules and regulations as epitomised by the compulsory Aku Janji pledge and the
many ceremonial activities which their immediate seniors
have embedded in the public universities. Why, some are also critical of the lack of academic excellence and the absence of serious
research activities among these
seniors. It is possible that these
junior academics might play a
role in reversing the current bureaucratic-cum-corporate trends.

Poor
preparation
for
university
education
Apart from the increased enrolment in the universities, both public and private, another problem
which haunts the universities is
the decline in the quality of students, many of whom are not adequately prepared for university
education. This is really an indictment of the secondary school system itself. The yearly hype about
the number of students who score
A’s in all their subjects in the SPM
and STPM, alas, has clouded the
fact that grades have been inflated
and the top achievers are not necessarily of the same calibre as their
counterparts some decades ago.
As well, despite all the claims that
entrance into the universities is
nowadays based on meritocracy,
in fact, we continue to admit students not only based on their results in the more stringent STPM,
but on the basis of ‘matriculation’
from ‘approved’ colleges too. The
standards are not comparable.
The shortening of the academic
programmes in the public univer-

sities from four years to three years
for an honours degree have had
dire consequences for the students
as well. It is therefore not surprising that some 60,000 graduates,
almost all from the public universities have not been able to find
jobs due to complaints that they
are not adequately prepared, lacking linguistic (English) and technical skills, plus lacking initiative
and creativity.

with the best universities in the
region in terms of research output
and publications by the academics, reputation for dedicated and
excellent teaching, and the production of top-class graduates.
This is especially pertinent in light
of globalisation and the upgrading of the universities in some
Asia-Pacific countries, making it
more difficult for us to compete
economically.

Conclusion

On the other hand, the second-tier
should focus on democratisation
so that tertiary education does not
cater only for the children of elites.
In this regard, the emphasis in the
so-called second-tier universities
should not be on research but on
educating the students to be creative and critical, thoughtful and
useful citizens as in the American
liberal arts colleges, some of which
are world-class institutions but
would not be included in the
THES ranking.

The recent hype about the fall in
position of UM and USM in the
THES 2005 ranking has very little
to do with the crisis in the
Malaysian universities. But it is
an important wake-up call to
tackle the fundamental problems
we have identified in this article.
By looking at the four principal
stake-holders involved in the public universities – the government,
university administrators, academics and students, we suggest
that the following reforms be undertaken.
First, the government should restore the necessary balance between the massification or democratisation of tertiary education
and the pursuit of academic excellence. About four years ago proposals were made to turn four universities namely UM, UKM, USM
and UPM into ‘world-class research universities’ that would
receive more funding from the federal government. Until now, however, it has been ‘all talk, no action’!
Yet, to rehabilitate our universities, it might be necessary to develop a two-tiered system, such
that the first-tier of Malaysian
universities are able to compete
Aliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 8

There is also an urgent need to
ensure that our young people are
equipped with the necessary technical and other specialised skills
to maintain machines, construct
houses and mega-malls, fix electrical breakdowns, run restaurants and hotels, fashion furniture, develop the entertainment
industry, and to be creative
artistes too. We have too many students currently enrolled in business and commerce, for instance,
which do not equip them with
skills necessary to secure employment or to be creative in finding a
livelihood for themselves. In this
regard, the government and society should give due respect and
financial recognition to those who
have these specialised skills as in
many developed countries;
whether they possessed degrees
or not shouldn't be important.

A related consideration is the
need to democratise or decentralise decision-making in educational matters, a point recently
made by the UNESCO Asia and
Pacific director, Sheldon Shaeffer,
when he addressed a SEAMEO
conference in Bangkok (NST 13
Nov 2005). ‘System-wide reforms
often leave the core process of
teaching and learning virtually
unchanged simply because they
are planned from the top of the
system’. Rather, there should be
greater ‘bottom-up’ reforms.

promotions should be made transparent, peer reviewed and
awarded to internationally recognised scholar-researchers. The internationally recognised measure
of excellence is also publishing in
the top journals, not winning
medals in trade exhibitions which
has become a fetish with some
Malaysian academics. World
class universities seldom pride
themselves on the basis of gold
medals won in these exhibitions.
The THES ranking, rightly, does
not award points for them either.

The second stakeholder is the university administration. Unlike,
say, in Japan, Thailand and the
Philippines where the academic
staff participate in the selection of
their vice chancellor, here in Malaysia, academics have no say
whatsoever as to who becomes the
vice chancellor. It is simply the
prerogative of the minister of education who usually appoints individuals who are well connected
politically, and therefore `trusted'.
A case in point is the recent appointment of the UUM VC, a
former director of the Biro Tata
Negara. If Malaysian universities
are to be able to compete internationally, surely the position of the
VC should be filled by academics
of the highest quality.

As well, promotions should not
be on the basis of ‘contribution to
the university’ per se, which is the
codeword for holding an administrative position, say the deanship. If these criteria for promotions are adopted and a belated
improvement of the remuneration
scheme implemented, it will attract the ‘best and the brightest’ of
all ethnic backgrounds back to the
universities.

Indeed, the deputy VCs and deans
too should be people of impeccable academic credentials if they
are to win the respect of the academics. Again, in Malaysia, unlike in Japan, Thailand and the
Philippines, the academic staff
has no say in the matter. With no
role to play, and without being
consulted, it is no surprise that
poor morale prevails.
To attract and keep the best academics – the third stakeholder -

As for the students, the final
stakeholder, it is necessary to reintroduce the 4-year honours programme if standards are to be improved.
Weaker students can still be admitted but standards must be
maintained once they are in. If
necessary weaker students
should be required to stay another
year or more.
The university should also ensure
that the students become IT-savvy
and speak and write English well
by making the study of the language compulsory, not least because we operate in a global environment nowadays. Last but not
least, the students should also be
given greater freedom to conduct
their extra-curricular activities,
Aliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 9

which in fact are now closely
monitored and organised for
them by the university authorities.
It is ridiculous that university students should be subjected to so
much haranguing as recently occurred in the elections to student
councils. Indeed, the Universities
and University Colleges Act
(UUCA) which facilitates a feudallike hold of the authorities over the
students, has no place in Malaysia in the 21st century.
With these reforms in place, the
public universities might recapture their lost lustre and regain
their places among the best universities in the Asia-Pacific region, no matter whether the ranking is conducted by the THES,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University or
any other institution. q

(Note: Much of the data
referred to in this article
has been taken from Molly
Lee, Restructuring Higher
Education in Malaysia
Malaysia,
Penang: School of Educational Studies, Universiti
Sains Malaysia, 2004)

Box A:

Growth in the Universities
Public Universities
• 1962 University of Malaya (UM)
• 1969 Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM)
• 1970 Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM)
• 1971 Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM)
• 1975 Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UPM)
• 1983 Universiti Islam Antarabangsa (IIU)
• 1984 Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM)
• 1992 Universiti Sarawak Malaysia (Unimas)
• 1994 Universiti Malaysia Sabah (UMS)
• 1997 Universiti Perguruan Sultan Idris (UPSI)
• 1999 Universiti MARA (UiTM)
• in the last 10 years, six other university colleges which offer more practical programmes located outside the major cities were established.

media University, Petronas, Universiti Teknologi
and Tenaga’s Universiti Tenaga Nasional. Two
distance learning universities were also created:
Universiti Tun Abdul Razak and the Open University of Malaysia.
BN political parties also established universities:
the Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman (Malaysian
Chinese Association); the Asian Institute of Science, Technology and Medicine (Malaysian Indian Congress); and the latest Wawasan Open
University College (Parti Gerakan).
Another set of private universities, university
colleges or twinning colleges specialising in the
provision of medical courses was also established, including the International Medical University, the Penang Medical College, and the
Melaka-Manipal Medical College.

Private Universities and Colleges
In the early 1990s, there were approximately 200
private colleges but no private university yet in
Malaysia. By 2002, there were 15 private universities, several private university-colleges and
690 private colleges (Lee 2004, p78)

Four ‘branch campuses’ of foreign universities
were established: Monash University, Curtin
University, Swineburne University and Nottingham University.

In the early 1990s, ‘twinning colleges’ were established including Sunway College, Kolej DistEd, Kolej Damansara Utama, INTI College,
HELP, International College, Kolej Tunku Abdul
Rahman.

Several private colleges were next given university college status and allowed to grant their own
degrees, apart from continuing to run the twinning programmes that awarded foreign university degrees. They include Limkokwing University; Sedaya; Inti International; Disted Stamford
College.

In the late 1990s, following the amendment of
the Education Act in 1995, and the introduction
of the new Private Higher Education Act 1996,
several major corporations were licensed to run
private universities including Telekom’s Multi-

Six hundred other colleges prepared students
for matriculation into local public universities
or foreign universities, and various diploma
courses including in IT and computer skills,
English and other languages.

Table 1: Estimates of tertiary-level students in Malaysia, 1985-1999
Types of institutions

1985

1990

1995

1999

Public institutions

86,330 (51.1%)

122,340 (53.0%)

189,020 (51.5%)

296,889 (51.5%)

Private institutions

15,000 (8.9%)

35,600 (15.4%)

127,594 (34.7%)

250,000* (43.3%)

Overseas institutions

68,000 (40.0%)

73,000 (31.6%)

50,600 (13.8%)

30,000* (5.2%)

TOTAL

169,330 (100%)

230,940 (100%)

367,214 (100%)

576,889* (100%)

Source: Lee 2004: 21 (* estimated figures)
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Supporting
the
formal
system
Role of the State Government in
education development
by Datuk Dr Toh Kin Woon
f late, there have been
much discussions on the
declining standard of
our country’s university
education. These were prompted
by the drastic drop in the attainment of two of our public universities, viz. the University of Malaya (MU) and the University Science Malaysia (USM), as reported
in the latest evaluation by the
Times Higher Education Supplement.

O

MU dropped from 89th position
last year to 169th this year, while
USM did not make it to the top 200
this year, despite attaining 111th
position last year. The public are
rightly concerned over this drop.
However, while standards in universities are important, standards
at the primary and secondary levels of our country’s educational
system are equally important.
Academic standards in universities are, in part, determined by the
quality of the output from the
lower levels of our country’s system of education. Hence, as much
as we should pay attention to arresting the decline in standards
of our universities, we must also
not neglect the important issue of

raising standards in our primary
and secondary schools.

Targeted

areas

In this regard, State Governments
can help, even though education
is largely under the jurisdiction of
the Federal Government. For example, The State Government of
Penang — through its Education
Consultative Council, under the
Socio-Economic and Environmental Research Institute (SERI), the
Penang Public Library Corporation, and the support of many individuals — has launched several
projects which complement and
supplement programmes within
the formal educational system. In
particular, these projects are
targetted at areas which have
been given less stress or even neglected but are nonetheless important in promoting the educational
development of our students.
These areas include providing
intervention support programmes
for children with learning difficulties; promoting continuing education; encouraging reading; improving the quality of pre-school
education; stimulating an early
interest in Science and Mathemat-
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ics; and promoting an interest in
fine arts. Allow me now to elaborate on a few of these projects.

Helping children with
learning
difficulties
One of the committees set up under the Penang Education Consultative Council (PECC) is the
Committee for Non-Formal and
Continuing Education. Since its
establishment in the late nineties,
this Committee has launched two
major projects viz. Bureau on
Learning Difficulties or BOLD
and Promoting Activities in Continuing Education or PACE.
BOLD
(i)
BOLD was set up to help children
with learning difficulties acquire
basic literacy and numeracy skills
or children who have been deprived of the opportunity to do so
due to family or socio-economic
circumstances. The immediate
objective is to support their learning with alternative teaching
methods until basic literacy and
numeracy is achieved.
To achieve this goal, BOLD has
been actively organising work-

shops on its own; taking part in
talks and workshops organised
by other institutions or organisations; and designing and implementing intervention programmes to support learning.
Major areas covered in these talks
and workshops are the role of
play therapy in promoting learning among children with learning
difficulties; speech and language
therapy; dyslexia; coping techniques for parents of special children; sensory integration and
learning difficulties; and understanding the behavior of ADD/
ADHD children.
Specialists in different aspects of
learning difficulties were invited
to conduct these workshops and
talks. BOLD also trains and supervises volunteers to work on its
learning support programmes.
Quite apart from acquiring basic
literacy and numeracy skills,
BOLD’s activities of play therapy
and learning support intervention are aimed at facilitating the
child’s self-discovery, development and growth; enabling selfhealing processes to take place
and promoting greater well-being;
as well as providing for the child
to experience growth in the most
supportive conditions.
Since 2004, BOLD has facilitated
a pilot project that involved bringing two teams of occupational
therapists to help meet the needs
of children in special classes in
five schools in the State.

Impressive

Results

All these projects of BOLD have
achieved impressive results. Chil-

dren with learning difficulties,
which affect around 10 – 15% of
school-going children, underprivileged children and even children who have never been to
school because of poor socio-economic circumstances or family
upheavals have been known to
have achieved progress in reading, writing and the acquisition
of numeracy skills as a result of
BOLD’s programmes. Parents
who have children with learning
difficulties have now gained a lot
more confidence in coping with
them while teachers are now able
to handle these children more professionally. Just as importantly,
BOLD now acts as one centre that
they can refer to for assistance in
coping with children with learning difficulties, including emotional and behavioural as well as
various kinds of school-related
problems.
PACE
(ii)
The setting up of PACE is based
on the firm belief that education
is a life-long process and facilities
for continuous learning should be
available to a broad spectrum of
society. The main objective of
PACE is to promote the culture of
continuous learning by providing
more opportunities to acquire new
skills, ideas and knowledge. In
line with this objective, PACE organises each year two series of
public talks, all of which are held
on Sunday afternoons. Each series usually runs for 12 consecutive weeks and the 12 topics cover
a broad range of interests such as
astronomy, health care and medical issues, self-development, social issues and hobbies. Most of
these talks have so far been well
attended, showing that programmes organised by PACE have
Aliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 12

support among the public in
Penang.

Promoting

the

arts

Arts in education
Arts in Education or just Arts-Ed
is a joint project of Universiti Sains
Malaysia and the PECC. Arts-Ed
has two official working partners
– the State Education Department
and the Penang Heritage Trust,
while the Secretariat is SERI.
Objectives
Its objectives and focus are to:(i) ensure that development in
arts education and training
will complement the existing
resources of arts and heritage
organisations of diverse
backgrounds in the State;
(ii) promote the arts as a legitimate form of learning that
contributes towards personal development and towards developing imagination and creativity;
(iii) build adequate training provision to support the conservation of Penang’s heritage
and continued growth and
success of Penang’s cultural
industry;
(iv) encourage an understanding
of cultural diversity through
learning, exchange and networking; and
(iv) encourage an understanding
of cultural diversity through
learning, exchange and networking; and
(v) develop close links with the
community in terms of sharing knowledge, human resources, skills and space.
Activities
So far, Arts-Ed has been promoting arts education among stu-

dents through organising short
courses and workshops by professional artists in the fields of music, drama, visual art, literature
and video production in schools
throughout the year. Since its
launch, hundreds of children
have benefited from Arts-Ed programmes. These include:-

of the public. It also offers resources, especially its Penang
Collection, for research by scholars interested in the history, culture, heritage and education of
the State.

(i) Artists in School, which consists of short term arts programmes and workshops for
teachers and students in
schools in Penang conducted
in 2000, 2001 and 2005.

To date, the library has experienced a rapid pace of development. The Penang Public Library
currently has a new State Library in Seberang Jaya; five district libraries of which three are
new (Georgetown, Seberang
Perai South and Balik Pulau);
three community libraries of
which two are located in
Komtar and Mayang Mall Shopping Malls, 54 rural libraries,
one children’s library and ten
mobile libraries. All these 74 libraries are electronically linked
so that users can access resources in each of these libraries at any one of the branches.

(ii) Children of the City or AnakAnak Kota, a project covering
three years (2000 – 2003) that
involved hundreds of children in several heritage education programmes conducted in the inner city of
Georgetown.
(iii) Publication of Kota-Kota
newspapers and pamphlets
on topics like Heritage Food
and Trades Trail 2000 – 2003
aimed at providing heritage
education for inner city residents and tourists; and
(iv) Research on arts education,
Penang Heritage and Penang
Artists.
The activities of Arts-Ed have been
funded by the State Government
of Penang, the Yeap Chor Ee
Charitable trust and one or two
international agencies.

Penang
Public
Library
Since 1995, the Penang Public
Library has been active in promoting reading among members

Physical
Development

Penang
Library
Network
(PLN)
Portal
Recently, the Penang Public Library took over the management
of the Penang Library Network
(PLN) Portal, which was developed by a Committee of Librarians, and which was earlier
housed at USM. This portal networks the catalogues and
databases of books and journals
in all participating libraries,
which now number around 15,
mostly institutions of higher
learning, both public and private. With the launch of this
PLN Portal, users, especially
university students in member
libraries, can now access each
other’s data base. This faciliAliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 13

tates the running of the inter-library loan system and helps
overcome the shortage of reference materials in private institutions of higher learning. The
PLN Portal is the first of its kind
in the country.
Activities
To encourage greater use of the library facilities, numerous programmes have been organised,
particularly at the level of village
libraries. These include talks on
literary works, art competition,
scrabble games, lessons on
internet access and story telling.
These programmes are run by the
Board at the level of the State, and
Library Committees at the parliamentary constituency and village
levels.

Overcoming
constraints
As can be seen, many activities
can be organised at the level of
the State to promote educational
development. More particularly, the State can focus on areas that somehow have received
scant or no attention within the
formal system of education. Areas such as cultivating the reading habit, encouraging the arts,
promoting continuing education, and helping children with
learning difficulties can be developed by the State Government
working closely with other institutions and organisations.
This close cooperation helps overcome the resource and capability
constraint often faced by the State,
through the mobilisation of the
energies, talents and capabilities
of educationists and other professionals. Much can be achieved as
a result. q

HUMAN RIGHTS

No more foot-dragging
Set up the recommended Independent Police Complaints and
Misconduct Commission and implement all the Royal
Commission’s recommendations!
Urgent
to

Civil
the

Society
Memorandum
Prime Minister

We, the undersigned NGOs and civil society groups,
• support in principle the major findings of the
Royal Commission aimed at improving the performance of the Police force so that it sheds its age-old
image of being brutal ‘law enforcers’ and projects
itself as an institution whose sole purpose is to serve
the people in a friendly and cordial manner without being rude, crude, aggressive, unreasonable,
brutal or a law unto themselves;
• note that a task force, headed by the Prime Minister and comprising five sub-committees, had been
set up subsequently in May 2005 to study how best
to implement the 125 recommendations and to categorise them for immediate, medium, and long-term
implementation of the Royal Commission’s recommendations but regret that six months have passed
without any tangible results, thus eroding the public’s confidence that anything positive could be
achieved by these committees;
• further note that Internal Security Ministry deputy
secretary-general Datuk Mamzah Md Rus stated that
all five sub-committees had reported back to a coordinating committee headed by the ministry’s secretary general (The Star, 17 November) but despite this,
nothing seems to be moving;
• are greatly disturbed by several recent incidents
involving the Police, including:
~ a report made by a lawyer and two others who
had witnessed the abuse of a detainee held at the
Banting police station on 28 October;

~ a report lodged by a blacksmith who claimed that
a policeman had banged his head against a wall
several times at the Air Itam police station in
Penang on 9 November;
~ media reports headlining the detention of three
female Chinese nationals on 3 November who
were stopped at a police road block on the
grounds that they possessed fake passports and
subsequently detained at the Sungai Buloh police station after they had refused to give a RM500
bribe demanded of them;
# and further note with disgust that one of these
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female Chinese nationals was then slapped
and fondled and all three were forced to strip
naked and do ear squats by police personnel,
who stole their money from them and denied
them their personal items sent by their
Malaysian husbands some of which were
even pilfered, and were finally released on 7
November only after going through this terrible trauma - even though their travel documents were valid as confirmed by the immigration officials;
# and indeed view seriously that these three female Chinese nationals were further harassed
in the wee hours of the morning by the police
at their home at 2.00 am on 22 November,
which Datuk Seri Nazri Aziz, Minister in the
Prime Minister’s Department, described as
‘clearly harassment’ of those who complained
against the police and observed gravely that
‘if this thing goes on, we are really living in a
police state’ and therefore this behaviour was
‘completely unacceptable; and
• are aghast by media reports on 25-26 November
of the existence of a 70-second video clip which ex-

posed the degradation of a naked woman in a lockup room who was forced to do ear squats in front of
a uniformed policewoman at the Petaling Jaya police station, an action which was clearly in violation of her privacy and human rights;
hereby:
• call for the immediate establishment of the Independent Police Complaints and Misconduct Commission, as recommended by the Royal Commission,
in the interest of justice, to look into all these alleged
cases of police abuse and to receive further complaints from the public, instead of allowing the police themselves to conduct the investigations which
findings will not be fair, objective and through; and
• earnestly urge the PM to order the main task force,
which should have completed its studies by now, to
implement all the other recommendations contained
in the Report, immediately.
• call upon the Prime Minister to immediately repeal the Internal Security Act, the Emergency (Public Order and Prevention of Crime) Ordinance 1969
and all other undemocratic preventive detention
laws that are in violation of natural justice and human rights, which facilitate the torture and abuse of
detainees and shame us as a nation.
Endorsed by:
1.Aliran 2.Malaysians Against Death Penalty and
Torture (MADPET)
3.Persatuan Masyarakat
Selangor dan Wilayah Perseketuan (PERMAS)
4.Center for Orang Asli Concerns (COAC) 5.Women’s Development Collective (WDC)
6.Youth
Section,Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall 7.Women’s Section, Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall
8.Civil Rights Committee, Selangor Chinese Assembly Hall 9.Group of Concerned Citizens (GCC)
10.Monitoring Sustainability of Globalisation (MSN)
11.Kumpulan Kemajuan Masyarakat (KKM),
Penang
12.Magick River
13.Penang Office for
Human Development (POHD)
14.Tenaganita
15.Transparency International Malaysia 16.IDEAL
17.Pahang Association of Consumers (PAC) 18.Sisters in Islam (SIS) 19.Malaysia Youth and Students
Democratic Movement (DEMA) 20.Pusat Janadaya
(Empower) 21.Jamaah Islah Malaysia (JIM)
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HUMAN RIGHTS

Oh no, not another commission….
Why have commissions when we don’t bother to implement their
recommendations?
by S Arutchelvan
UARAM is deeply disturbed that the Prime
Minister went on to announce the setting up of
an independent inquiry panel to
probe the recent nude squats lockup abuse in spite of numerous
calls calling for the implementation of the permanent independent commission recommended by
the Royal Commission on the Police force. In May this year, the
Royal Commission to Enhance
the Operation and Management
of the Royal Malaysian Police
called for a bill to be passed to be
known as the “Independent Police Complaints and Misconduct
Commission Bill 2005”.

S

We are of the view that the Government is not serious and the recent move is just a political stunt
to ease the growing dissatisfaction locally as well as internation-

ally over the way the police conducted the so-called standard procedure of “strip searching”. The
Prime
Minister
seems to be just postponing issues rather
than handling them.
On the Royal Commission recommendations, he further
set up task force to
study these recommendations. When
and where will this
chain end?
The Prime Minister talks about
being angered by red tape, but in
recent years there have been many
recommendation made by
SUHAKAM as well as by the
Royal Commission. These recommendations do not even find a
place for discussions in our Parliament. Therefore, setting up of

further new commissions to make
further new recommendations
will not lead to anything consequential if there is
no political will to
implement the recommendations.
We are not excited
with the setting up
of this recent independent commission. We call upon
the Prime Minister
to act on the issues
and not just manage them cosmetically. q

S Arutchelvan is Suaram’s
human rights officer in
charge of monitoring police powers

‘The Prime Minister talks about being angered by red
tape, but in recent years there have been many
recommendations made by SUHAKAM as well as by the
Royal Commission. These recommendations do not even
find a place for discussions in our Parliament.’
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FREEDOM OF RELIGION

Unfortunate

labelling

To equate Liberal Islam with Islam Hadhari is highly irresponsible.
by Dr. Mazeni Alwi and SL Pang @ Farah Abdullah
e read with interest Clive
Kessler’s “The struggle
between ‘gentle Islam’
and ‘ungentle Islam’
within Malaysia may have more
than local significance” in your
recent issue of Aliran Monthly
(Volume 25: Issue 9). It is unfortunate that he has stooped to use
labels such as “backward” and
“regressive” on those with whom
he disagrees. That an emeritus
professor of sociology is not above
employing such infantile rhetoric
is all the more regrettable.

W

One of the Muslim Professionals
Forum’s (MPF) objectives is to contribute to current discourse that
concerns Islam and Muslims in
our society. We endeavour to
present the viewpoints of traditional mainstream Islam in matters that are increasingly being
contested, such as the interpretation of Islam (in the area of praxis)
in the modern world.

Dissecting

the

major presentations have been
written as full papers and are
available
online
at
www.mpf.org.my. All three papers are also available in our conference proceedings. Anyone is
at liberty to critique the ideas presented therein. At all times we
have been careful to maintain our
professional decorum by refraining from labelling any organisation or personalities in our country as proponents of Liberal Islam.
We are not averse to any individual or organisation wanting
to re-interpret Islam for the modern world. Anyone is welcome
to present what he/she feels is
the correct interpretation. Muslims have their own dynamics
in evaluating interpretational
claims based on scholarship of
the sacred texts and the corpus
of knowledge on kalam (theology), ibadah (worship), fiqh (jurisprudence) and akhlaq (excellence of conduct).

issues

Liberal Islam is slowly but surely
encroaching into the public debate. Its ideas of how Islam is to
be interpreted in certain areas of
praxis are in contradiction to what
is regarded as consensus teachings by traditional mainstream
Islamic scholars.
Our seminar on “Liberal Islam A Clear and Present Danger” attempted to dissect these issues in
a scholarly manner. The three

Professor Kessler seems to think
that the Muslim women NGO
whom he describes as “less protected”, “courageous” and “principled” are victims of persecution
and onslaughts of slander. On the
contrary, the said NGO has been
enjoying undreamt of access to the
major English press in Malaysia.
Their statements, letters and
views do not seem to have any
problem getting published while
the same cannot be said for those
with more traditional “backAliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 17

ward” or “regressive”, i.e. mainstream view points. Nevertheless,
we commend the said NGO for its
efforts in highlighting the weaknesses in the administration of Islam, especially those that concern
the plight of disadvantaged Muslim women.

Highly

preposterous

The Prime Minister’s vision of Islam Hadhari in multi-ethnic and
multi-religious Malaysia is encapsulated in the following mission
statement:
“Islam Hadhari is an approach
that emphasises development,
consistent with the tenets of Islam
and focused on enhancing the
quality of life. It aims to achieve
this via the mastery of knowledge
and the development of the individual and the nation; the implementation of a dynamic economic, trading and financial system; an integrated and balanced
development that creates a knowledgeable and pious people who
hold to noble values and are honest, trustworthy, and prepared to
take on global challenges”, http:/
/www.islam.gov.my/
islamhadhari/concept.html
Provided that it is implemented in
a sincere, honest and transparent
manner; rising above partisan
politics and parochial racial sentiments, it would be readily supported by our Muslim professional community.

REJOINDER
r. Mazeni Alwi and
Farah Abdullah (S.L.
Pang) of the Muslim Professional Forum take offence at my pointed adjectives.

D

This delicacy of feeling comes only
after the outright incitement of
their association’s heavily promoted forum scandalising “Liberal Islam”.

“A bit rich”
Do Dr. Mazeni and the MPF not
know the origins and are they
unaware of the connotations, of
the expression, so recklessly invoked in the title of their association’s forum, of “a clear and
present danger”.

BY

KESSLER

The substantive issues involved
here are hugely important, to Muslims and non-Muslims alike: the
historicity
of
all
human
understandings of the divine, and
hence of all philosophical, theological and legal systems as human constructs built upon the
bounded human grasp of divine
imperatives; and hence, too, the
right of humans to revise and to
engage in sincere and informed
debate about the revising of their
available frameworks of understanding within the historically
ever expanding intellectual horizons of their time and place.

Dialogue
not
denunciation

Do they not understand the seriousness of branding people of another opinion than one’s own as
traitors, their views as seditious?

These issues merit and require
serious, calm and respectful discussion:
dialogue, not preemptive scandalising and denunciation.

After this unprovoked onslaught,
the MPF’s call—in response to my
alluding to that provocation—
that the association’s critics
should exercise delicate care in
their use of language, a principled
restraint and responsibility in
their choice of adjectives, is, to put
it mildly, “a bit rich”.

That kind of measured discussion
is simply not possible in a contaminated atmosphere:
on
ground wilfully tainted in advance (as in the case of the MPF’s
recent forum) by prejudicial framing of the issues and gratuitous
antagonism, by contrived outrage
and the unleashing of calculated

Those who take the effort of objectively evaluating the papers presented at our Liberal Islam seminar will easily recognise Professor Kessler’s malicious slander,
“.... the Muslim Professionals
Form held an all-day event to give
unbridled rein to such criticism of
the Prime Minister’s religious orientation and supporters under
the banner “Liberal Islam: A Clear
and Present Danger”.

lam Hadhari is most preposterous
and highly irresponsible. Suffice
for us to highlight one simple fact
which escaped Professor Kessler
- the keynote address at our seminar was delivered by respected
scholar Muhammad Uthman ElMuhammady, distinguished fellow at ISTAC, formerly a fellow at
IKIM and the government’s most
recognisable spokesperson for Islam Hadhari. It is plain obvious
that he had not read the conference papers. His is a mere gut re-

To equate Liberal Islam with Is-
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if unacknowledged intimidation.
By all means, let the MPF declare
and argue for its position.
But its choice to promote its views
not by the dialogical negotiation
but by the pejorative typification
of differences—of what are, on
both sides, sincerely held differences of conviction and conscience—is a “clear danger”, not
just in the “present” but also, with
far-reaching implications, long
into the future.
Those whose preferred rhetorical
style and tactical recourse are of
the “passive-aggressive” variety
(that is, who covertly or indirectly
act to wound and damage, and
then protest that they have been
wantonly attacked when others
respond to such disguised provocation) cannot call for such restraint, as do Dr. Mazeni and his
friends, with any consistency and
plausibility.
Who is the wronged party here,
Dr. Mazeni’s association with its
grave insinuations against many
fellow citizens, or those whom it
attacked
and
branded
as
subversives and heretics; and
who began the retreat from the
ideals of civility of which Dr.
Mazeni, in his sensitivity to my
adjectives, now complains? q
action based on a blind support
for a particular interpretation of
Islam which has little acceptance
among Muslims. q

Dr. Mazeni Alwi and SL
Pang @ Farah Abdullah
are founding directors of
the Muslim Professionals
Forum.

ALIRAN'S 29TH AGM

End

abuse

Ramakrishnan was reelected president of
Aliran at the 29th annual general meeting of
the human rights group today.

P.

The AGM also elected Dr. Francis
Loh as honorary secretary, Dr.
Mustafa K. Anuar as honorary
assistant secretary and Anil Netto
as honorary treasurer.
Also elected to the executive committee were Gan Kong Hwee, Dr.
Prema Devaraj, Andrew Wong,
Dr. Maznah Mohamad, Dr. Yeoh
Seng Guan, Dr. Andrew Aeria,
Sarajun Hoda bin Abdul Hassan,
Dr. Khoo Boo Teik, Dr
Subramaniam Pillay, Angeline
Loh and Ong Eu Soon.
The AGM passed two resolutions.
Reiterating its support for the
Prime Minister’s battle to eradi-

and

corruption!

cate corruption in Malaysia, it
called upon the PM to direct the
Attorney-General to act on the 18
high-profile corruption cases, the
investigation for which, according
to the Director-General of the AntiCorruption Agency, as reported in
the local media on 28 May 2004,
had been completed and handed
over to the Attorney-General.
The meeting once again welcomed the findings of the Police
Royal Commission released in
May 2005 and the Commission’s
125 recommendations. In view
of recent reports of alleged
abuses of detainees, while in police custody in Banting police
station on October 28; in Air
Itam, police station in Penang on
November 9; the detention of
three female Chinese nationals,
one of whom was stripped naked and slapped, in Sg Buloh
Aliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 19

police station on Nov 3; and yet
another case of a female Chinese
national who was stripped naked in the Petaling Jaya police
station; the AGM called for the
immediate establishment of the
Independent Police Complaints
and Misconduct Commission as
recommended by the Royal Commission. This Commission, not
any Police investigative committee, should look into these alleged cases of police abuse.
A highlight of the year was the celebration of ‘25 Years of Aliran
Monthly: Creating Free Spaces and
Alternative Ideas’. About 500 people attended the special celebration held in Petaling Jaya on Sept
25.
P. Ramakrishnan
President
27 November 2005

Help us to keep going ....
liran Monthly is 25! We intend to be
around for many more years, insyaallah. Our
writers and contributors are not paid and
we rely entirely on readers and wellwishers like you to finance our operations.

A

Help us to keep gooooing.... subscribe to AM and
encourage your friends and relatives to take up a
subscription as well.
And why not give your friends a more meaningful
gift this festive season that would last the whole
year.
Or if you are attending a wedding around the year
end, give the happy couple a present to remember –
a gift subscription in the mail.
Every single subscription counts. This is OUR common struggle to promote justice, freedom and solidarity. See subscription form on page 34. You can
also pay by credit card on-line at
http://www.aliran.com/subsform.html
Of course, we also welcome donations!
http://www.aliran.com/misc/donate.html
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Blessings & Peace for 2006
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Curitiba

This relatively poor Brazilian city has the best bus system on
Earth, vast green parks and innovative low-income housing –
it’s a model the world can learn from
by Bill McKibben
he first time I went there,
I had never heard of
Curitiba. I had no idea
that its bus system was
the best on Earth or that a municipal shepherd and his flock of 30
sheep trimmed the grass in its vast
parks. It was just a midsize Brazilian city where an airline schedule forced me to spend the night
midway through a long South
American reporting trip. I reached
my hotel, took a nap, and then
went out in the early evening for a
walk—warily, because I had just
come from crime-soaked Rio.

T

But the street in front of the hotel
was cobbled, closed to cars, and
strung with lights. It opened onto
another such street, which in turn
opened into a broad and leafy
plaza, with more shop-lined
streets stretching off in all directions. Though the night was frosty
- Brazil stretches well south of the
tropics, and Curitiba is in the
mountains - people strolled and
shopped, butcher to baker to bookstore. There were almost no cars,
but at one of the squares, a steady
line of buses rolled off, full, every
few seconds. I walked for an hour,
and then another. I felt my shoulders, hunched from the tension of
Rio (and probably New York as
well) straightening. Though I flew
out the next day as scheduled, I
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never forgot the city.

Poor, but
winning

awardcity

From time to time over the next few
years, I would see Curitiba mentioned in planning magazines or
come across a short newspaper
account of it winning various
awards from the United Nations.
Its success seemed demographically unlikely. For one thing, it’s
relatively poor - average
per capita (cash) income is
about $2,500. Worse, a
flood of displaced peasants has tripled its population to a million and a
half in the last 25 years. It
should resemble a smallscale version of urban
nightmares like São Paulo
or Mexico City. But I knew
from my evening’s stroll it
wasn’t like that, and I
wondered why.

any place like it. In a recent survey, 60 per cent of New Yorkers
wanted to leave their rich and cosmopolitan city; 99 per cent of
Curitibans told pollsters that they
were happy with their town; and
70 per cent of the residents of São
Paulo said they thought life
would be better in Curitiba.
This city has slums: some of the
same shantytown favelas that
dominate most Third World cit-

Jaime Lerner: Mayor of Curitiba.

Maybe an effort to convince myself that decay in public
life was not inevitable was why I
went back to Curitiba to spend
some real time, to see if its charms
extended beyond the lovely downtown. For a month, my wife and
baby and I lived in a small apartment near the city centre. Morning after morning I interviewed
cops, merchants, urban foresters,
civil engineers, novelists, planners; in the afternoons, we pushed
the stroller across the town, learning the city’s rhythms and habits.
And we decided, with great delight, that Curitiba is among the
world’s great cities.
Not for its physical location; there
are no beaches, no broad bridgespanned rivers. Not in terms of
culture or glamour; it’s a fairly provincial place. But measured for
“liveability,” I have never been to

ies have sprouted on the edge of
town as the population has rocketed. But even they are different,
hopeful in palpable ways. They
are clean, for instance under a city
program, a slum-dweller who collects a sack of garbage gets a sack
of food from the city in return. And
Curitiba is the classic example of
decent lives helping produce a
decent environment. Because of its
fine transit system, and because
its inhabitants are attracted toward the city centre instead of repelled out to a sprawl of suburbs,
Curitibans use 25 per cent less fuel
per capita than other Brazilians,
even though they are actually
more likely to own cars.

Pedestrian
instead of

malls
highways

Curitiba started out as a backwa-
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ter town, a good stopover on the
way to São Paulo. By 1940, there
were 125,000 residents. By 1950,
the number had jumped to
180,000, and by 1960, doubled to
361,000 - the explosive, confident
growth that marked the entire
country was underway in
Curitiba as well. And with many
of the same effects: traffic downtown started to snarl, and the air
was growing thick with exhaust.
It was clear that the time had come
to plan, and, as in almost every other city,
planning meant planning for automobiles.
The official scheme
called for widening the
main streets of the city to
add more lanes - which
would have meant
knocking down the turnof-the-century buildings
that lined the downtown
- and for building an
overpass that would
link two of the city’s
main squares by going over the top
of Rua Quinze de Novembro, the
main shopping street. But resistance to the plan was unexpectedly
fierce. Opposition was centred in
the architecture and planning departments of the local branch of
the federal university, and the
loudest voice belonged to Jaime
Lerner.
Jaime Lerner is a chubby man with
a large, friendly, and open face.
He looks like Norm, the guy at the
end of the bar in “Cheers.” He also
looks silly stuffed into a suit; so
even though he’s been mayor of
Curitiba on and off for the last two
decades, he normally wears a polo
shirt. In the late 1960s, however,
he was just a young planner and
architect who had grown up in
the city, working in his Polish father’s dry goods store. And he or-

ganized the drive against the overpass, out of what might almost be
called nostalgia. “They were trying to throw away the story of the
city,” he recalls.
It was a good thing that Jaime
Lerner had grown up loving the
mix of people in Curitiba. Because
through a chain of political flukes,
Lerner found himself the mayor
of Curitiba at the age of 33. All of a
sudden, his friends and colleagues were pulling their plans
out of the cupboards. All of a sudden, they were going to get their
chance to remake Curitiba - not for
cars, but for people.
And so the story of Curitiba begins with its central street, Rua
Quinze - the one that the old plan
wanted to obliterate with an overpass. Lerner insisted instead that
it should become a pedestrian
mall, an emblem of his drive for a
human-scale city. “I knew we’d
have a big fight,” he says. “I had
no way to convince the store-owners a pedestrian mall would be
good for them, because there was
no other pedestrian mall in Brazil. But I knew if they had a chance
to actually see it, everyone would
love it.”
To prevent opposition, he planned
carefully. “I told my staff, ‘This is
like war.’ My secretary of public
works said the job would take two
months. I got him down to one
month. Maybe one week, he said,
but that’s final. I said, ‘Let’s start
Friday night, and we have to finish by Monday morning.’” And
they did – jack-hammering the
pavement, putting down cobblestones, erecting streetlights and
kiosks, and putting in tens of thousands of flowers.
“It was a horrible risk - he could
easily have been fired,” said
Oswaldo Alves, who helped with

the work. But by midday Monday, the same storeowners who
had been threatening legal action
were petitioning the mayor to extend the mall. The next weekend,
when offended members of the
local automobile club threatened
to “reclaim” the street by driving
their cars down it, Lerner didn’t
call out the police. Instead, he had
city workers lay down strips of
paper the length of the mall.
When the auto club arrived, its
members found dozens of children sitting in the former street
painting pictures. The transformation of Curitiba had begun.

Lots

of

green

Cheapness is one of the three cardinal dictates of Curitiban planning. Many of the city’s buildings
are “recycled.” The planning
headquarters is in an old furniture factory; the gunpowder depot
became a furniture factory; a glue
plant was turned into the children’s centre. An old trolley stationed on the Rua Quinze has become a free babysitting centre
where shoppers can park their
kids for a few hours. The city’s
parks provide the best example of
brilliance on the cheap. When
Lerner took office for the first time
in 1971, the only park in Curitiba
was smack downtown - the
Passeio Publico, a cosy zoo and
playground with a moat for
paddleboats and a canopy of old
and beautiful ipé trees, which blossom blue in the spring. “In that
first term, we wanted to develop a
lot of squares and plazas,” recalls
Alves. “We picked one plot, we
built a lot of walls, and we planted
a lot of trees. And then we realized this was very expensive.”
At the same time, as luck would
have it, most Brazilian cities were
installing elaborate flood-control
projects. Curitiba had federal
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money to “channelise” the five rivers flowing through town, putting
them in concrete viaducts so that
they wouldn’t flood the city with
every heavy summer rain and endanger the buildings starting to
spring up in the floodplain.
“The bankers wanted all the rivers enclosed,” says Alves; instead,
city hall took the same loan and
spent it - on land. At a number of
sites throughout the city, engineers built small dams and backed
up the rivers into lakes. Each of
these became the centre of a park;
and if the rains were heavy, the
lake might rise a foot or two - perhaps the jogging track would get
a little soggy or the duck in the big
new zoo would find itself swimming a few feet higher than usual.
“Every river has a right to overflow,” insists parks chief Nicolau
Klupel.
Mostly because of its flood-control
scheme, in 20 years - even as it tripled in population - the city went
from two square feet of green area
per inhabitant to more than 150
square feet per inhabitant. The official literature always points out,
with understandable pride, that
this figure is four times the World
Health Organization standard of
12 square meters. From every single window in Curitiba, I could
see as much green as I could concrete. And green begets green;
land values around the new parks
have risen sharply, and with them
tax revenues.

Low-cost
houses
– built by the poor
Though the population continues
to grow steadily, it’s indeed possible that Curitiba may have broken the back of its social problems.
Since many of the people in the
favelas have been evicted from
their homes in the countryside, a

house is an urgent need. Not just
a shelter - a house they own, on a
lot they own.
Consider housing. Until the mid1980s, COHAB, Curitiba’s public
housing program, was fairly
standard. It built more units per
capita than any other Brazilian
city and did a good job of scattering them around in small pockets
so they blended in with neighbourhoods. But the main source
of funding, the national housing
bank, collapsed in 1985. At the
same time, the demand for housing skyrocketed as the countryside poured into the favelas.
Abandoning the policy of small,
scattered sites, the city bought one
of the few large plots of land left
within its limits, a swath of farmland bounded by several rivers
called Novo Bairro, or New
Neighbourhood.
We stood on a rise in Novo Bairro
and watched as bulldozers
scraped and contoured the hills.
This cleared field would soon be
home to 50,000 families, perhaps
200,000 people. Small houses
crept like a tidemark across the
land. The city was not building
the homes - the new landowners
were, sometimes with the aid of a
city mortgage on a small pile of
bricks and windows. Every third
house seemed to double up as a
building supply store; and everywhere, people plastered, framed,
roofed.
“Sixty percent of the lower-income
people are involved in the construction industry anyhow,” says
one COHAB executive. “They
know how to build.” And here is
the moving part: With your plot
of land comes not only a deed and
a pair of trees (one fruit bearing
and one ornamental), but also an
hour downtown with an architect.

“The person explains what’s important to him -a big window out
front, or room in the kitchen. They
tell how many kids they have, and
so on. And then we help draw up
a plan,” says one architect, who
has more than 3,000 of “his”
homes scattered around the city.

about the problems posed by settlers invading fragile bottomlands
along the rivers. “If we don’t, if
they start to feel like falvelados,
then they will go against the
city....If we give them attention,
they don’t feel abandoned. They
feel like citizens.”

“Most people can only afford to
build one room at a time, so we
also show them the logical order
to go in,” another designer explains.

To learn from Curitiba, the rest of
the world would have to break
some longstanding habits. And
the hardest habit to break, in fact,
may be what Lerner calls the “syndrome of tragedy, of feeling like
we’re terminal patients.” Many
cities have “a lot of people who
are specialists in proving change
is not possible. What I try to explain to them when I go visit is
that it takes the same energy to say
why something can’t be done as
to figure out how to do it.” q

At the moment, in the centre of
Novo Bairro, COHAB is building
“Technology Street”, an avenue of
24 homes, each built using some
different construction technique bamboo covered with plaster, say
- so that people can get ideas for
the kind of house they might want.
The houses are all smaller than
most Americans would want to
live in, but they all say something
about the people who built them.
“It’s a house built out of love,”
says the housing chief. “And because of that, people won’t leave
it behind. They’re going to consolidate their lives there, become part
of the city.”

Wo r l d ’ s b e s t
bus system
One of the first structures to go up
at Novo Bairro was a glass tube
bus station, linking this enclave
to the rest of the city. “Integration”
is a word one hears constantly
from official Curitiba, another of
its mantras. It means knitting together the entire city - rich, poor,
and in-between - culturally and
economically and physically.
Hitoshi Nakamura is the city
parks commissioner and one of
Lerner’s long-time collaborators.
“We have to have communication
with the people of the slums,” he
said one day as we were talking
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Excerpted from The Impossible Will Take a Little While:
A Citizen’s Guide to Hope in
a Time of Fear, edited by Paul
Rogat Loeb, which won the
Nautilus Award for best social change book of last year
and was named the #3 political book by the History
Channel and The American Book Association. See
www.theimpossible.org
Bill McKibben’s books include Hope, Human & Wild
(Little
Brown
1995,
Ruminator Books, 1997),
from which this was
adapted, Enough: Staying
Human in an Engineered Age
(Times Books, 2003). , and
Wandering Home : A Long
Walk Across America’s Most
Hopeful Landscape (Crown
Journeys 2005).
Source: zmag.org

fraud would suggest that a syndicate could be at work at the
NRD, undermining our fragile
unity. They could be deliberately
plotting to cause mischief and
untold misery for innocent citizens and their families affected by
their dastardly act. Their actions
must be considered as sabotaging
the government’s national effort
in promoting unity and harmony
in this country.

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

Mykad:
Sheer
incompetence
or
sabotage?

“had proof that more than 300
Christians had their religion
stated incorrectly in the MyKad”.

Aliran is petrified that what was
once perceived as a reliable database to verify important details or
particulars of Malaysian citizens
is now seen to be unreliable and
corrupted with false information.
We are perturbed that there have
been so many cases in recent times
revealing false recording of one’s
religious faith on the new national identity cards of
Malaysians, the MyKad. We emphasise “false recording” as opposed to erroneous entry simply
because there are now too many
cases of falsity to give the National
Registration Department the benefit of the doubt.

These discoveries were apparently made by “accident” and if it
could expose so many cases of
false entries, it begs the question
how many tens of thousands of
Malaysians carrying their MyKad
are affected. It is difficult to accept
that such cases are the outcome of
genuine mistakes. A person’s religious faith is clearly stated on
the application form for the
MyKad. It is therefore not a question of guessing the faith of an applicant. The number of MyKad
holders with incorrect entries are
just too many to be dismissed as
“inevitable clerical mistakes”.

In the past, isolated cases were
brought to light, leading many to
conclude that it must have been
some clerical error resulting in
incorrect entries on the MyKad.
But those cases were obviously
the tip of the iceberg. Seputeh MP
Teresa Kok dropped a bombshell
yesterday in claiming that she

How could these mistakes have
come about? It is not plausible that
we have so many incompetent
public servants at the NRD feeding our personal data into the
National Registration System. It
cannot be that one incompetent
public servant was responsible for
all these false entries. The number
of MyKad holders affected in this
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Imagine the terrible agony and the
shock a family would have to undergo when they discover that a
deceased non-Muslim member of
the family is recorded as a Muslim on his or her MyKad. That instant, they lose control over the
deceased’s body and have no say
over his or her funeral rites and
arrangements. And, at that instant, they also lose their claim to
the deceased’s assets. As nonMuslim relatives, they are entitled
to nothing – not the deceased’s
body nor his or her wealth. This
is a frightening prospect for all
non-Muslims.
This is why such false entries
must be thoroughly investigated
and the culprits brought to book
because it has wide-ranging consequences. It raises the question
whether we can trust sensitive and
personal information with the
NRD. It raises the question
whether we have people of integrity at the NRD who will honour
and guard our personal details. It
raises the question whether the
NRD has a system to stop the
abuse and zoom in on culprits
who abuse the system.
Aliran would like the government
to explain how it proposes to
verify and rectify all the MyKads
in the country and to stop the

abuse. Unless this exercise is undertaken nationwide, people will
no longer trust the system and will
be wary of divulging their personal information.
This revelation raises a crucial
question: how necessary is it to
record a person’s religious faith
on the MyKad? What is the justification? In view of all these errors, we should do away with the
practice.
P Ramakrishnan
President
2 November 2005

Orwellian
proposal
to
curb road accidents
Aliran is in total support of serious measures proposed by various concerned parties to curb the
rising number of accidents and
deaths on our roads.
We are, however, concerned over
the Orwellian proposal by the
police to mount cameras at vital
points in cities, roads and highways. Although such omnipresent cameras can be used to look
out for dangerous drivers and
motorcyclists, they can also be
open to abuse.
That such technology is in use in
China should only warn us of the
possibility that certain regimes,
which aren’t the most democratic,
can use such cameras for purposes other than traffic management.
Once we go down that road, it is
only a matter of time before we
have cameras being used to
monitor all other aspects of public life. Such cameras can be
transformed into tools of politi-

cal control to monitor the physical movements of ordinary citizens as well.
A far better approach would be
to tackle the problem at source.
Look into the whole system of
the testing of drivers, vehicle
inspection and enforcement. Is
there corruption involved?
Wipe out corruption and we
might just be amazed at the improvement in road safety.
Why are there are so many
tailgaters, queue jumpers, speed
demons and traffic-light beaters
now seen at well known stretches
of roads and junctions? Where are
the traffic police when such offences are committed in broad
daylight?
Do we really need cameras to spot
these offences?
Aliran Executive Committee
15 November 2005

Drop
charges
against
university
students;
repeal the UUCA
Aliran welcomes and supports
Parliament Human Rights Caucus chairperson Nazri Aziz’s
call on the universities concerned to drop all charges pending against students who were
involved in legitimate activities
in connection with the recent
campus elections.
We concur with Nazri that accusations levelled against these conscientious students were trivial, if
not infantile. These students were
merely exercising their democratic
right to express their views and to
dissent - which is part and parcel
of democracy.
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Universities should take pride in
the fact that there are students in
their midst - especially those who
aspire to be student leaders - who
are willing to stand up for what
they believe in. Confidence, conviction and commitment ought to
be inculcated in these and other
students so that they will not only
be able to lead others but also be
conscious of their political and
social surroundings and of their
responsibility.
A university environment of this
nature would help to nurture students to be socially conscious as
well as to be concerned about the
welfare of other people, especially
the poor and the weak. In other
words, we need to reduce the risk
of producing more kiasu students
who have been exhorted all this
while just to concentrate on their
studies and conform thoughtlessly.
The high-handed treatment of
these students by the university
authorities and security personnel shows that the University and
University Colleges Act, which
provides ample power to the university and the minister concerned, is a law that is oppressive
and archaic. The Act certainly
does not resonate well with the
idea of democracy, transparency
and accountability. It must be repealed.
Finally, the victimisation of these
students reflects the sad truth that
the universities are becoming
tools of the Barisan with the same
mentality that brooks no dissent
and tolerates no independent
thought.
Executive Committee
25 November 2005

LABOUR

Finally,
equal
treatment
for foreign workers…
The government has made a fair and just decision
– but will the exploitation end?
by K George

s a retired worker and a
veteran trade union activist, I am indeed gratified to hear that the government has finally decided to extend equal treatment to foreign
workers. In a statement to the local media, Human Resources
Minister Dr. Fong Chan Onn announced on 13 November that foreign workers employed in Malaysia would be treated equally in accordance with the provisions of
the International Labour Organisation (ILO) convention.

annual conference is held in Geneva for three weeks. All countries that are members of the UN
are entitled to participate in the
conference represented by two
delegates from the government
and one delegate each from the
employers’ and workers’ organisations of all member countries.
The conference adopts conventions and makes recommendations.

The ILO is one of the important
wings of the United Nations. Its
primary function is to safeguard
the rights and dignity of the working people all over the world. Its

Not all the nations in the world
have enough jobs to offer to their
workers and pay them living
wages. If not for petroleum and
gas, Malaysian workers too may

A

Why

workers head
abroad…
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probably have left their homes for
foreign countries in search of jobs.
There are many countries in the
world without enough jobs for
their workers. At the same time,
several other countries are facing
a shortage of workers.
Based on my observations and
analysis, a number of employers
and the governments in several
countries are sympathetic to their
foreign employees. The trade unions in these countries enrol the
foreign workers as members and
give necessary protection and assistance. The foreign workers are
usually provided with free accommodation.
In Gulf countries, the vast major-

ity of the employees, including
teachers and even professionals,
are foreigners. There are no trade
unions to protect them. Nevertheless, some of the countries have
enacted labour legislation aimed
at providing the employees certain benefits and protection. Yet,
exploitation and ill-treatment do
occur.
Recently, I was in Doha, the capital city of Qatar, for three weeks.
The Emir (Ruler) is peoplefriendly. He has been listed by a
UK-based Intellectual Weekly as
one of the ten leaders most capable of ruling the world. Despite
this, even in that country, 67 Indian nationals, employees of a factory, were not paid their wages for
three months. After two months
of non-payment, five workers refused to work. One month later,
the remaining 62 employees followed suit. The Indian Embassy
intervened and the employer
sought an amicable settlement.
All the salary arrears, short of one
month, were paid and all the employees were reinstated. According to a local source, it was the
first time such an illegal strike was
successful. Thus, 67 Indian workers created history in Qatar.

Perpetual

fear

There are two types of immigrant
workers in Malaysia – legally appointed employees and undocumented migrant workers. Nobody
knows how many undocumented
migrants there are in this country.
Almost all the legally recruited
workers had never left their countries before. They were recruited
by agents. The passports of all
legal workers contain a section for

personal particulars, job description , the name of the company,
the monthly salary, the duration
of the employment (usually two
years) etc. Usually, these workers
are transported in groups. The
agents in Malaysia would receive
them and then hand them over to
the employers concerned. Many
of them never get the jobs they are
recruited for or receive the exact
salaries as specified in their passports but the workers have no
choice but to agree to the conditions they are subjected to.
The undocumented workers arrive with the help of certain socalled agents. Those who come
from India, Bangladesh, Nepal,
Pakistan etc. would have paid
RM12,000-RM14,000 to the agents
in their countries. Their passports
have a visitors’ visa usually for
two to four weeks. They would
have been strictly instructed as to
what is to be done upon disembarking, which immigration counter they should go to, etc. An
“agent” would receive them.
There are several employers ever
ready to employ them - for these
foreigners can be exploited to the
hilt.
From Indonesia, Philippines, etc,
the undocumented workers arrive
without any papers. These mi-
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grants reach Malaysian shores
with money borrowed from loan
sharks in their respective countries. Thus, they cannot return
empty-handed. Come what may,
they have no choice but to accept
any employment. They live in
perpetual fear, at times denied of
their wages for months.
As a result of the amnesty offered
by the government, a few hundred
thousand have left Malaysia.
Still, it is no secret that many thousands of undocumented workers
still remain.

Equal
treatment
what does it mean?
Equal treatment means a lot of
things as far as workers are concerned. First and foremost, a foreign worker’s salary must be converted to the salary scale of his
Malaysian counterpart. They
should be entitled to provident
fund contributions, an 8-hour
workday; overtime payment and
the same number of public holidays, sick leave and vacation
leave as enjoyed by their
Malaysian counterparts. Free
medical treatment and remuneration such as bonuses and shift
duty allowances must also be paid
to immigrant workers. Over and
above, the provision of reasonably

comfortable, free accommodation
should be provided as a gesture
of goodwill on the part of the employer.
In addition, where there are trade
unions, foreign employees must be
accepted as members. Where
there are no trade unions, the government should encourage the formation of unions. These unions
should take care of the rights and
obligations of not only the local
workers but also their foreign
counterparts. This will not only
reduce the task of enforcement officers but also empower the unions to deal with employment
problems. Based on my decades
of experience and involvement in
trade unions, I assure the government and the employers that there
will be industrial peace and better productivity.

FOMEMA – a lucrative
concession
The Foreign Workers Medical Examination Monitoring Agency
(FOMEMA) was established by
the government primarily to monitor the health of foreign workers.
Before foreign workers land in
Malaysia, they must have a certificate signed by a qualified doctor stating that they are medically
fit to be employed in Malaysia.
Subsequently, it is mandatory on
the part of the employer to ensure
that the worker concerned undergoes medical examination annually. But more recently, the workers are now required to undergo a
medical check-up within one
month of arrival in Malaysia as
well. These tests, carried out by
local general practitioners, are arranged by Fomema. The employer
has to fork out RM180 for a male

workers, there are an estimated
10,000 stateless and undocumented migrant children, many of
whom are orphans, stranded and
unable to go to school because of
lack of documents such as birth
certificates. They are human beings. They did not ask to be
brought into this world.

employee and RM190 for a female
employee for these checkups. It is
illegal for the employer to recover
the amount by deducting it from
the worker’s wages.
FOMEMA has already been privatised and an UMNOputra was
awarded the contract without an
open tender. Malaysia has some
1,700,000 legal foreign workers at
present. The contractor is believed
to be facing problems in some of
its outlets and proper examinations are not always conducted.
I wish to make a suggestion.
There are government hospitals
and clinics all over Malaysia. Almost all of them are equipped
with the necessary facilities and
trained personnel. If the government undertakes the project, the
costs could be reduced and the
government will benefit financially. A portion of the savings can
be shared with the doctors and
staff. Above all, the incidence of
corruption and foul-play will be
drastically minimised.

The

forgotten

children

According to Aegile Fernandez of
Tenagita, an NGO committed to
rendering assistance to foreign
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Our Prime Minister, Abdullah
Ahmad Badawi, is God-loving
and a man of compassion. These
children must be allowed to study
in schools. They must have some
documents to prove that they
were born in Malaysia. I am sure
Tenagita will submit a comprehensive memorandum with appropriate proposals for the consideration of the government.

Changing
employers’
attitudes
Most of our employers do not like
to have trade unions. Even foreign employers from Japan, England and USA etc, who gladly cooperate with trade unions back
home, resort to all sorts of tactics
to avoid unions in Malaysia.
They should change their attitude.
It is time employers recognise the
fact that cooperation between the
two entities will result in harmony, higher productivity and increased profits. A contented labour force is an asset to the industry.
Some employers who have been
guilty of exploitation might be reluctant to comply with the government’s decision to extend equal
treatment to foreign workers especially the undocumented ones. But,
in the interests of all concerned,
they should change their mind-set.
The net result will be a win-win
situation for everyone. q

unfitness to be a MP for his Sabah
constituency. Max’s misdeed
should be maximally publicised
in Sabah so that his constituents
will realise they have made a
mammoth mistake.

Letters must not exceed 250
words and must include the
writer's name and address.
Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters or emails to Editor (see
page 3 for address details).
Views expressed need not reflect
those of Aliran. If e-mailing,
include message in the e-mail
body itself.

Thank
Aliran

you,
Monthly

I wish to thank Aliran Monthly for
25 years of well-researched and
articulated analyses and views,
and “Alternative Ideas” covering
issues of concern to citizens in
general. Congratulations on
Aliran’s 25th Anniversary! May
Aliran be further endowed with
many more gifted and knowledgeable writers and contributors!
G Gamoens
Taiping

No Shame to back
pedal, Dr Max
Datuk Dr Max has put on maximum display his abysmal understanding of mutual respect in
multicultural Malaysia.
In defending IIU’s ruling which
compels non-Muslims to wear the
tudung he has shown a predisposition to cultural bigotry and his

How does forcing a person to
wear cultural or religious symbols
against her will promote mutual
respect on a university campus?
On the contrary freedom to dress
and willingly adopt dress forms
is a true sign of respect a la the
way Hindi movies have moved
many to put on henna, salwar
kameez or nose studs.
Come on Dr Max it’s no shame to
back pedal if you have boo-booed
a decision and please don’t browbeat thinking Malaysians with the
constitution because this time
round the country’s highest laws
do not support or condone your
stand on forced wearing of
tudungs. If Max is maximally
minded to mutual respect, let him
turn up in Putrajaya for a cabinet
meeting in a chawat or a sirat. His
cabinet colleagues are likely to be
respectfully un-amused.
R J Noel
Kuching

Plight

of

pensioners

I wish to refer to Hasniah bt
Rashid’s reply to S Sivagnanam
who suggested that pensioners
should also be given COLA - (The
Star, 6 November, titled “Pensions
are adjusted periodically”).
Sivagnanam might be aware that
according to the Pension Adjustment Act, 1980, Malaysian pensioners are not entitled to COLA,
rent allowance or bonus etc. Their
pensions are adjusted when the
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salary of the civil servants is increased. So, Hasniah’s reply to
Sivagnanam was correct. Nevertheless, she has missed an important point.
When the Minister in the PM’s
department, Datuk Seri Nazri
Aziz announced the government’s decision to increase the
salary of the Prime Minister, ministers, senators, speakers etc. by 10
per cent retrospective to 1 January 2004, he made a categorical
statements that the 10 per cent increase was the result of the 5 per
cent increase given to the civil servants under the 2005 Budget. The
fact is that there was no such 5
per cent increase in the 2005
Budget.
The grouse of the civil servants
and the pensioners is: Why COLA
and not 10 per cent increase in
salary back dated to 1 January
2004? How could CUEPACS, the
umbrella body of the unions of the
public employees, be so unkind to
the pensioners? They too are
equally affected by non-stop inflation. The pensioners have an association. Its leaders are highly
placed retired civil servants with
fat pensions and other facilities.
Pensioners are entitled to free
medical treatment. However, as
you grow old, you may have to
consume extra medications at
your own expense. In my case, I
had to go to India for Ayurvedic
treatment four times since 1997.
The leaders of CUEPACS are pensionable officers. They seem to
have calculated forgotten that the
pension is commuted based on the
last drawn salary calculated on
the 25 years service, even though
the service could have been
longer.

All over the Commonwealth countries, pensions are calculated
based on the length of pensionable service. It was so even in this
country. But, it was reduced and
limited to 25 years of service without taking into account his entire
years of service in the 1970s by the
Cabinet committee chaired by Dr
Mahathir Mohamad. Since then
the pensioners went on a begging
spree to revise the formula. A few
years ago, the government finally agreed and CUEPACS was
a part to the agreement. It was a
justifiable and well-deserved
agreement which would have
been highly beneficial to thousands of existing and future
pensioners since they would
have been granted full service
pension. However, the agreement was quietly surrendered to
the government by the President
and a couple of other top leaders of CUEPACS without any
consultation with the Congress
Council and the affected pensioners, just because Mahathir
wanted to scrap it.
As an ex-Vice President of
CUEPACS and of MTUC, I felt
ashamed of such spineless trade
union leaders.
Traditionally, ministers, senators
and state assemblymen etc. get
increase in their salary after the
salaries of the civil servants have
been revised. So, it is CUEPACS’
moral responsibility to demand
that the government should also
extend the same 10 per cent increase to the civil servants retrospective to 1 January 2004 which
will automatically benefit the pensioners.
K George
Klang

Stop
custodial
violence
now:
Torture incident at
Banting police HQ
Malaysians Against Death Penalty and Torture (MADPET) is
shocked by the recent revelation
of torture at the Banting District
Police headquarters on 28 October 2005 (New Straits Times, 29
October 2005). The suspect’s
mouth was gagged with a white
tape/plaster and his arm was being pulled upwards behind him
and he was crying in pain.
This harrowing incident was witnessed by a lawyer and two others. All three eyewitnesses immediately lodged police reports
about the incident.
We also view with great concern
that the reaction of the Officer-inCharge of the Police District
(OCPD) of Banting, Superintendent Shah Gzali Khan, was to deny
the allegations - even before
proper investigations could commence. His denial and his threats
of action against the complainants were reported in the N S T
OF 29 October 2005.
It bodes ill for the nation that the
uniformed protectors of the public are terrorising and torturing
individuals in violation of the law
and human decency.
All those involved in this atrocity, including those police officers
who stood by and did nothing to
prevent it, must be brought to justice.
We demand that:
a) the Inspector General of Police
(IGP) appoint an independent
police team to investigate this
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matter;
b) the Home Affairs Minister and
the IGP take urgent steps to put
an end to custodial torture by
police personnel in police stations throughtout the country;
c) the government immediately
sets up a permanent independent body to investigate complaints of abuse and torture
perpetrated by the police; and
d) the victim of torture be identified and be justly compensated.
Charles Hector
Salbiah Ahmad
for Malaysians Against Death
Penalty and Torture (MADPET)

What
happens
when our oil and
gas dries up?
I refer to Andrew Aeria’s article
entitled “UMNO: A Threat to National Prosperity” in Aliran
Monthly Vol 25 No. 7.
With the emergence of China and
India as our No. 1, we should now
start ‘to plan’ for the future. Failing which we will be left far behind and be on par with the
ASEAN Group of Seven: Philippines, Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos,
Burma, Vietnam and Malaysia
(excluding Singapore, Brunei and
Thailand).
Enough of ‘handouts’! The whole
global community is laughing at
us for giving such ‘handouts’ after so many years. Without the
support of other minorities especially the Chinese and Indians,
who are now diversifying into
China and India, Malaysians will
be ‘hardcore poor’ after 2020.
Wake up, Malaysia !
David Lim

A

general crisis
in the world

Thanks for highlighting UMNO’s
‘contributions’ to the country’s
future prosperity! If we look further we are caught in a tight spot:
if we persist with the crony capitalist system we will run out of
luck in 15-40 years. If we don’t,
we may more ‘meritoriosly’ or aggressively exploit our natural resources - but is this truly sustainable? The ‘other’ model of resource exploitation has received
warnings of an exhaustion since
1970s. And are we learning ?

Malaysians without fear or favour
should be the ultimate call of the
Nation so that the Nation can
progress as one – rather than
UMNO for the Malaysa, MCA for
the Chinese and MIC for the Indians.
Malaysia has to acknowledge that
we are a multiracial, multi-religious,
multi-ethnic
and
multicultural country. It is high
time all family members of all races
take a firm stand on this to denounce such leaders or the government to keep the Nation as
One.

The crises Malaysians and global
citizens face are deep indeed. We
seriously need real alternatives not just grasp at straws.

Voters, decide not just for your
future but the future of the country and our future generations to
come.

Ong Boon Keong

Eric Koh

The
Malaysian
National
Agenda

Everyone
makes
mistakes

The UMNO deputy youth chief,
Khairy, is still reaching out to our
beloved Kelantanese Malay
brethen to vote for UMNO to complete the Malay Agenda.

I am not a member of UMNO nor
do I know Mahathir in person, but
only as PM. It is true he made mistakes and perhaps this was due
to certain circumstances. If all
leaders were punished for any
mistakes they have done, no one
would like to lead the country.
Should we punish the teacher if
the students fail in their examinations?

pany, based in Poland, I am glad,
very glad, Malaysia is still a very
peaceful country to live in. And,
please don’t, because we are not
happy about certain things or certain people, do things that will
change the lives of all Malaysians
in the future, just because we think
freedom to speak is good in some
cases.
If in whatever NGO activists do
in future, they turn out to be wrong
and are put in jail, no one would
like to be a member.
I was with PRSM in Johor and was
also with PAS too before, but its
almost the same -they also makes
mistakes. And the more power
and decisions you have to make,
the more mistakes there will be.
It’s logical.
If you don’t drive, you won’t have
an accident. Let’s be fair.
Z

Much has been said about promoting national unity and we hope
that the Kelantan residents will
say a big “No” to UMNO’s racial
politics and uphold the religion
each race professes.
The country has suffered much in
terms of progress due to dirty politics and if left unchecked, policies
laced with racial, religious and
ethnic discrimination will ultimately lead the country into disaster.
The call for all Malaysians to
value each other as fellow

Or should we put the parents to
jail if their children turn out to be
drug addicts? Or even when the
Highland Tower collapsed, put
all the architects and engineers to
jail for all the deaths?
As a citizen for 44years,and being not educated so much and
now being a general manager for
a Singapore public-listed com-
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Pirate-isation
I refer to K George’s article entitled “Renationalise profiteering
firms” in AM Vol 25 No. 7.
To me it is more like “pirateisation”. It is really a hideous way
of shirking their responsibilities
to the rakyat and fleecing us of our
hard-earned money for the benefit
of their cronies and relatives.
Enough is enough! Just “depirateise” all government utilities and
agencies and stop the rot of corruption rot. It is nonsense to the
highest degree!
Kill the corrupt culture and move
on, Malaysia.
Sam
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INCREASING TREND IN LAWLESSNESS Continued from page 40
the police force?
Can we be appeased by soothing
statements that the government
does not condone the misconduct
of its officers – even while the incidents multiply?

do ear-squats in front of a policewoman. We know this because
the incident was videoed with a
mobile phone camera and distributed electronically. We don’t
know if the person who shot this
video clip did so out of perversity.
We’d like to think he or she did
so, unnoticed, out of a sense of
duty.
But we do know that this wasn’t
the first time something like this
had happened. Not long before
this incident, three women from
China – one of whom is married
to a Malaysian – were detained
by the police, on false pretences
as it turned out, and forced to strip
and perform ear-squats.
Around the same time, a transsexual detainee was forced to
strip in front of three policemen
despite her insisting she was a
woman (and had undergone sexchange operations). The policemen made lewd remarks about
her body and joked about buying
empat ekor after that.
Indeed, five years ago, on 5 November 2000, when they assaulted
a peaceful gathering of protestors,
the police made a woman detainee

go through a similar perfomance.
Back then, Aliran responded to
this strip-and-squat routine with
the following words:
‘We are outraged that one of the four
women detained was asked to strip
naked at the Kapar Police Lock-Up
and was made to do 10 ketuk ketapis
– a form of infantile punishment
meted out to little children by some
unimaginative, stupid teachers which
require the children to hold their ears
by crossing their hands and doing
squats. The woman officer responsible for this punishment is a disgrace
to the police force and is unfit to don
the uniform.’

Many instances of
sexual
humiliation
And, if we go further back into
history, we’d recall that many instances of the sexual humiliation
of detainees, male and female, had
been exposed by ISA victims before. No action was taken against
the uniformed personnel who indulged in this form of torture.
Are we then to believe that these
are isolated incidents best forgotten to preserve the good name of
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Or should the government quickly
learn, or honestly admit, and consistently act upon what the public already knows: that is, too
many institutions of government
are being shielded from reform
because of insufficient - and insufficiently strict - follow-up action?
Has the government no plan of
action to arrest this trend of increasing lawlessness, as it were,
among those charged with upholding the law and legal procedures?

not

Violence
our culture?

The Prime Minister has taken an
important step in demanding that
the Minister of Home Affairs
should visit his counterpart in
China to explain what has occurred recently.
But this should not be done principally to reverse the trend of declining visitor arrivals from that
country, just as a previous outcry
over the harassment of IT-workers from India should never have
been about foreign investment
alone.
Instead, the Prime Minister
should immediately institute an
evaluation of the processes and
procedures of recruitment and

promotion of personnel within
the uniformed forces in particular and the other departments of
government in general.
The government, with genuine,
reputable and independent public participation, should demand
honest and full answers to questions such as:
• how are uniformed personnel
recruited?
• how are they trained?
• how are they disciplined?
• how is their performance assessed?
• who are being promoted?
• what action has been taken
against those suspected or reported to have been guilty of
misconduct?
• what steps will be taken to forestall misconduct?
While the government carries out
this soul-searching – with genuine, reputable and independent
public participation, to repeat – it
should recall the boast that the
Barisan Nasional’s propaganda
machine made during the days of
Reformasi: ‘Violence is not our
culture’.
Until serious steps and uncompromising measures are taken to
discipline the police, the public
will want to know: Is violence
against defenceless citizens and
vulnerable foreign nationals our
police culture or the culture of our
uniformed services?

Toilets

and

monkeys

It may even be necessary to ask if
the actions of government officers
and personnel are in some way
reflections of the words of many
of our so-called leaders.
Of late, the debates in Parliament

have frequently been little more
than name-calling. Worse, some
Ministers are more noted for their
coarse language than worthy
ideas.
For example, when addressing
complaints about the wretched
condition of the toilet in Parliament, Minister of Works Samy
Vellu likened toilets to new brides
– they function well when they are
new!
The MP from Jerai thought there
was nothing wrong in referring to
Indians by the derogratory term,
Keling.
Not to be outdone, Kayveas, Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department abused Opposition MPs
by saying they behaved like ‘monkeys’.
When so-called national leaders
turn out to be such characters,
how can they ensure that those
whom they lead can be of good
character?
At the core of this multi-dimensional issue – one which Aliran
regularly brings to public attention – is a deep and disturbing
lack of integrity in many of our
public institutions and the people
who work or even occupy senior
positions in them.
It is simply unacceptable that
many in positions of power and
authority are guilty of conduct
unbecoming of people entrusted
with public responsibility to serve
the nation.
Let us be clear: it is not only the
police force that has shown itself
lacking in integrity.
Where is the integrity of the govAliran Monthly : Vol.25(10) Page 36

ernment when a former secretarygeneral of the Ministry of Rural
Development could be involved in
corruption and criminal breach of
trust involving RM11 million related to the project for the hardcore
poor while protesting squatters
are met with police assaults?
Actually, not just integrity is missing but also competence, capability and responsible service. How
else, after so many banking crises
and financial debacles, can government corporations like Bank
Islam and Malaysian Airlines
suffer their recent heavy losses of
public funds?
Dear friends, I could, and I’m sure
you can, too, list many more incidents that demand firm action to
restore integrity and trust in our
public institutions. That isn’t necessary here.
But it’s vital in the coming year
that we in Aliran continue to work
with the broad national movement of NGOs and concerned individuals to protect human rights,
preserve civil liberties, and advance our common causes of democracy, freedom and social justice.
In short, we must demand honest, transparent and accountable
government. Only thus will we do
what we must to prevent ours
from fossilising as a nation with
a First World infrastructure but a
Third World mentality. q

The above speech was
delivered at Aliran’s 29th
Annual General Meeting
held in Penang on 27 November 2005

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION

Palace

protest

PSM takes it campaign to register the party to the seat of Justice
Putrajaya,
15 November 2005
At around 10.30 am, some one
hundred supporters and members of the Socialist Party of Malaysia (PSM) slowly walked up
the to huge gigantic palace –
called the Palace of Justice – in
Putrajaya. For many, it reminded
them of the fantasy palaces seen
in the Arabian Nights in Baghdad
and it would have put the palaces
built by Saddam Hussein to
shame. The only difference was
this palace was built to house the
Court of Appeals and the Federal
Court in Malaysia.
In the national language, this
palace should be called “Istana
Keadilan” (Palace of Justice) but
because it carries the same name
as the opposition party,
Keadilan, the national language
is disregarded – even though
lawyers are encouraged to speak
in the national language in
courts. This just shows how
much political influence the ruling party has over the courts
and the justice system.
The PSM people who came were
not only confused by the name but
felt lost in the huge palace, which
covered a huge space but was very
quiet and eerie. This would be the
palace where the PSM’s case
would be heard.

A picket – and a
meeting at last
After wondering aimlessly for a
few minutes and after wondering
whose sweat and money was
used to build this palace, the workers became more upset.
The hundred-odd PSM supporters and members then formed a
picket line on the steps of the Palace of Justice. They carried banners among which were those that
read “Justice delayed is Justice
Denied, CJ must intervene”,
“Segerakan kes Perbicaraan PSM
demi menjamin hak perlembagaan”
(Expedite the hearing of PSM case
to guarantee constitutional
rights), “Register PSM, Let the
People decide”.
At this point, the picket line did
not seem to trigger anything.
Hardly anybody was along the
roads in front of the building.
Some plainclothes police personnel appeared, but apart from
that, everything seemed quiet.
As there was no response and
as the presence of the hundredodd people did not seem to create any impact, the people decided to do something more daring. They walked into the court
building with their banners and
stood right under the middle of
the dome.
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Soon, their presence was felt; lawyers and staff started to notice the
show of protest. People started to
watch and became curious. The
palace suddenly sprung to life.
The authorities grew worried and
felt that the palace had been invaded by the poor masses.
PSM supporters assured them
that there was not going to be a
terror attack and calmed the authorities.
Soon, negotiations began. The
PSM team wanted a meeting but
the Chief Justice’s (CJ) office only
wanted to receive the memorandum.
Finally, they agreed to a meeting.
The CJ’s office, however, wanted
only one PSM representative to
attend the meeting while the PSM
team wanted a 12-member delegation. Then the CJ office asked for
three and the PSM team stood firm
at a final number of six representatives, a figure that was finally
granted.

Animated

discussions

Segar, the Leader of the `Register
PSM’ campaign, and S.
Arutchelvan, the party’s secretary
general, led the discussion with
the CJ’s team. The other four representatives were Soosai from the
PSM Buntong Branch; Chin Koy

Yong, the treasurer for Kampung
Meru Tin; Chai Sin Chong, the
chaiperson on the Kuala Kuang
anti-toxic team; and Koyilvani, the
chairperson of the Guppy Industries workers’ union.
Mohammed Mokhzani Bin
Mokhtar, senior registrar of the
Appeals Court, led the CJ’s team.
Others present were the secretary
for the Chief Justice, Puan
Noraini, and security chief
Zulkifli.
Segar started by clearly outlining
that the reason for the day’s action was that the PSM wanted an
early date to hear the case and
didn’t want the courts to sit on the
case. This, he said, was not a move
to influence the courts.
PSM
secretary
general
S.Arutchelvan also refuted the
charge that picketing inside the
court building amounted to an encroachment into the court
premises. He said that freedom of
assembly and freedom of expression are fundamental human
rights and that the people have a
right to assert their rights.

Postscript:

How to get a date
in the Appeals Court in 10 days!
What they don’t teach you in law schools….
The Socialist Party of Malaysia (PSM) had been waiting for a
date in the Appeals Court since February 2003. On 13. January
2003, Justice Abdul Hamid Said dismissed the suit by PSM
chairpeson, Dr Nasir Hashim with costs. PSM took a case
against the Home Ministry for denying PSM registration.
PSM then filed an appeal on 7 February 2003. One year later,
on 28 January 2004, PSM lawyer Teng Chang Khim filed a
Certificate of Urgency. This was followed by another letter on
27 July 2004 seeking an early date.
The two documents to bring forward the date did not succeed.
Finally, on 15 November 2005, some one hundred PSM members and supporters held a demonstration inside the Palace of
Justice. Ten days after the protest, Teng received a letter stating
that 8 December had been fixed for case management while the
hearing will be held between March and June 20065. The case
is finally moving
So the signals are clear. If you fail to get an early date and if
legal avenues such as a certificate of urgency do not work, you
should carry placards and most probably you would get a reply in ten days. Experience is said to be the best teacher - some
things you just can’t learn in law schools or in law books.
Source: PSM

He also pointed out how the ruling party had discriminated
against PSM by not allowing its
registration while, on the other
hand, it had registered other parties within two weeks. PSM had
been waiting for more than seven
years for its registration.
On 26 March 2005, another memorandum was handed to Home
Affairs Minister Azmi Khalid.
The memorandum touched on
four issues - the failure to register
PSM amounts to:
• a violation of the Federal Constitution,
• a violation of human rights,

If you want change, you must act as if you do; there is no
other true alternative – Mumia Abu-Jamal
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would look into our report. They
also expressed shock that such a
huge group came and one of them
spoke about it creating a negative
image for Malaysia. These points
were easily demolished by the
PSM team who said that the supporters are just fed up and want
the court to move and hear the
case.

Thunderous
applause
As the representatives walked
down after the meeting, thunderous applause broke out as echoes
bounced off the walls of the Palace of Justice. It is hoped that the
thunderous applause would
wake up the judicial bureaucrats
and prompt them to bring forward
PSM’s case. Later, the PSM representatives briefed the people.
In the last two elections, PSM was
forced to stand under different
party logos as the party had not
been given its registration. In recent years, the party Congress decided that PSM must stand firm
and make all efforts to register the
party. According to campaign coordinator Segar, a series of activities including a public forum and
an international campaign would
follow to continue to pressure the
state to register PSM.

• discrimination, and
• a slap to democracy.
The memorandum was endorsed
by 36 organisations including the
Malaysian Trades Union Congress (MTUC) – the largest union;
the Oppressed People’s Network
(JERIT), the Malaysian Youth and

Students Democratic Movement
(DEMA), and Women’s Development Collective (WDC). The three
leading human rights organisations in Malaysia – Aliran, Hakam
and Suaram - also called for PSM
to be registered.
The CJ’s office said that they
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Outside the huge palace, PSM
national chairperson Nasir
Hashim said that with or without
the registration, the party would
move forward. This is what it has
done the last seven years, but he
said that PSM would also explore
all avenues and challenge the ruling classes on all fronts including through the courts and
through the parliamentary system. q

ABUSE OF POWER

Increasing trend in lawlessness
Integrity is still sorely lacking in public life
by P Ramakrishnan
ear friends, at a previous AGM, I had wondered if the transition in leadership from Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad to Datuk
Seri Abdullah Ahmad Badawi would bring about much
needed social and political change, grounded in transparency and accountability, or merely offer a re-run of arbitrary and arrogant exercises of power by a dominant ruling coalition.

D

To be fair to the now not-so-new
administration, some of its anticorruption efforts have helped to
heighten public debate over
wrongdoings in high places. The
prosecution of several public officials and the conviction of some
of them on charges of corruption,
the extended if inconclusive
exposé of the AP affair, and the
publication of the Report of the
Royal Commission of Inquiry on
the Police Force suggest that
Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi
was willing to go beyond rhetoric
when dealing with issues of corruption and abuse of authority.
Yet, each time the administration
takes one step forward, it appears
to take two steps backward. For
instance, just when abuses of
power within the police force –
particularly with regard to people
under remand – become well
known, more and more cases
come to light of the maltreatment
of women, including foreign nationals, by police and immigration
officers.

Stripped
to do

& forced
ear-squats

Only a few days ago, a female detainee was stripped and forced to

Continued on page 35
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